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a b s t r a c t
In educational settings, collaborative learning and recall are often encouraged and sometimes
required. Yet, we know very little about the cognitive processes that operate during collaboration, and how they can be optimized to improve later individual retention. The current study
aimed to address this gap by testing how the operations of three cognitive processes during collaboration: (1) retrieval disruption, (2) re-exposure and (3) cross-cuing, inﬂuence the formation
of individual and group recall strategies. Across two experiments, 252 undergraduates studied a word list and recalled it in a Collaborative–Collaborative–Individual–Individual (CCII), an
Individual–Collaborative–Individual–Individual (ICII), or an Individual–Individual–Individual–Individual
(IIII) sequence. A 40-min delay was inserted early (CC-delay-II, IC-delay-II and II-delay-II; Experiment
1) or later in the recall sequence (CCI-delay-I, ICI-delay-I and III-delay-I; Experiment 2) to assess the
differential beneﬁts of different recall sequences. Regardless of where the delay occurred in the recall
sequence, both collaboration conditions (CC and IC) beneﬁted later individual recall to a greater extent
than the individual recall condition (CCII > III and ICII > IIII). Repeated collaboration (CC) generated greater
post-collaborative recall beneﬁts than single collaboration (IC) when the delay was inserted early in the
recall sequence (CC-delay-II > IC-delay-II), but the beneﬁts were equivalent when the delay was inserted
later in the recall sequence (CCI-delay-I–ICI-delay-I). Implications for future research and educational
applications are discussed.
© 2014 Society for Applied Research in Memory and Cognition. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.

Collaborative learning and recall are an often encouraged and
sometimes required component of undergraduate, graduate, and
medical students’ course work and exam preparation; for reviews
see (Johnson & Johnson, 2009; Michaelsen, Knight, & Fink, 2002).
Yet, the cognitive processes that operate during collaboration
are not well-understood. The inﬂuence of group interactions on
learning and recall has been a popular research topic in anthropology, history, social psychology, and sociology for quite some time
(Bartlett, 1932; Halbwachs, 1950/1980; Wegner, 1987; Wertsch &
Roediger, 2008). In social and educational psychology, for example, several studies have shown that cooperative learning can be
beneﬁcial, and is inﬂuenced by social factors such as individual
accountability and the appropriate use of social skills (Johnson &
Johnson, 2009). In cognitive psychology, however, collaborative
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memory remains a relatively novel research topic, and has primarily focused on the costs of recalling in a group setting – i.e.
the counterintuitive ﬁnding that a collaborating group recalls less
information than the pooled or non-overlapping recall produced
by the same number of persons recalling alone, a phenomenon
termed collaborative inhibition (Basden, Basden, Bryner, & Thomas,
1997; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997); for reviews see (Barnier & Sutton,
2008; Barnier, Sutton, Harris, & Wilson, 2008; Blumen, Rajaram,
& Henkel, 2013; Harris, Paterson, & Kemp, 2008; Hirst & Manier,
2008; Rajaram & Pereira-Pasarin, 2010; Weldon, 2001).
A key reason for the emergence of collaborative inhibition
during group recall is retrieval disruption (Basden et al., 1997).
Retrieval disruption occurs when one group member’s output disrupts another group member’s retrieval organization (or retrieval
plan), and leads the latter member to contribute less information
than they would if they had worked alone. The retrieval disruption account is supported by the fact that collaborative inhibition
increases as the number of varied retrieval plans increase. For
example, a large group of collaborating persons likely have a large
number of varied retrieval plans, and therefore they experience
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more collaborative inhibition during group recall, compared to a
small group of collaborating persons with fewer retrieval plans
(Basden, Basden, & Henry, 2000; Thorley & Dewhurst, 2007). This
account is also supported by the fact that collaborative inhibition
decreases in situations that are characterized by strong individual retrieval plans that are less susceptible to disruption than
retrieval plans that are relatively weaker (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008;
Blumen & Stern, 2011; Congleton & Rajaram, 2011; Pereira-Pasarin
& Rajaram, 2011). For example, collaborative inhibition decreases
following repeated study or repeated testing because individual or
group retrieval plans are solidiﬁed with repeated individual study
or repeated group recalls (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Pereira-Pasarin
& Rajaram, 2011). Finally, this account is supported by the fact
that collaborative inhibition is usually reduced or it disappears in
memory tasks that do not require strong retrieval plans. For example, on memory tasks such as cued recall and recognition, where
strong retrieval cues are provided, collaborative inhibition usually disappears (Basden et al., 1997; Clark, Hori, Putnam, & Martin,
2000; Finlay, Hitch, & Meudell, 2000; Thorley & Dewhurst, 2009);
although see (Danielsson, Dahlström, & Andersson, 2011; Kelley,
Reysen, Ahlstrand, & Pentz, 2012; Meade & Roediger, 2009).
Prior group collaboration can also have robust beneﬁts on later
individual memory (Barnier & Sutton, 2008; Barnier et al., 2008;
Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Blumen & Stern, 2011; Congleton &
Rajaram, 2011; Harris, Barnier, & Sutton, 2011a; Harris, Barnier,
& Sutton, 2013; Henkel & Rajaram, 2011). For example, we have
shown that post-collaborative recall beneﬁts depend on the particular sequence in which collaborative and individual recalls are
arranged (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008). More speciﬁcally, we have
shown that the sequences of repeated collaborative recall trials,
and a single collaborative recall trial preceded by an individual
recall trial, beneﬁt later individual recall (CCI & ICI > III). However,
the sequence of a single collaborative recall trial followed by an
individual recall trial does not generate such post-collaborative
recall beneﬁts (CII–III). We have also shown that the beneﬁts of
repeated collaborative recalls over repeated individual recalls holds
up to a week following collaboration in improving later individual recall (Blumen & Stern, 2011). Finally, we have shown that
repeated collaboration with different groups of people generates
greater post-collaborative recall beneﬁts than repeated collaboration with the same group of people (Choi, Blumen, Congleton,
& Rajaram, 2014). The broad educational implications of these
ﬁndings are that repeated group assignments and an individual
assignment that is followed by a group assignment can potentially beneﬁt later individual exam performance. In the present
study, we focused on a relatively speciﬁc goal, i.e. we compared
the patterns of post-collaborative recall beneﬁts between the ICI
and the CCI recall sequences in the context of speciﬁc cognitive processes – namely, retrieval disruption, re-exposure, cross-cuing, and
the emergence of individual and group-level retrieval plans – that
are presumed operate in these conditions. We pursued this goal
because it provides a critical ﬁrst step toward developing more targeted, applied studies as well as recommendations for educational
settings. Using the outcomes of such investigations, future research
using educationally relevant materials in educational settings will
help generalize these ﬁndings and broaden the applied impact of
this research.
Post-collaborative recall beneﬁts are considered to be primarily
a function of two cognitive processes: re-exposure and cross-cuing
(Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Blumen & Stern, 2011; Congleton &
Rajaram, 2011; Harris et al., 2011a; Harris, Keil, Sutton, Barnier, &
McIlwain, 2011b; Meudell, 1996; Meudell, Hitch, & Boyle, 1995;
Meudell, Hitch, & Kirby, 1992; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997). Reexposure beneﬁts arise during collaboration when a person hears
group members recall study information that they themselves
had forgotten. This process essentially creates a second study
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opportunity for the listening member. Past research shows that
beneﬁts of re-exposure are best when a group member has had
the opportunity to previously strengthen their own individual recall
strategies, via an individual recall session prior to collaboration, e.g.
in the ICI sequence of recalls (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Congleton &
Rajaram, 2011). This strengthened retrieval plan protects the individual against experiencing retrieval disruption and enables them
to beneﬁt from the input of other group members without losing
their own recallable items. As a result, individuals show greater
post-collaborative recall in an ICI recall sequence than in a CII recall
sequence (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008).
Re-exposure also increases post-collaborative recall following
two consecutive collaboration sessions (CCI) to a greater extent
than a single collaboration session (CII) (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008).
Here, although the ﬁrst collaborative recall session is subject to
collaborative inhibition and leads to temporary loss in recall of an
individual’s own memories, the second collaborative recall session
provides repeated re-exposure to other’s recall, thereby reinforcing
the input of others and facilitating the development of group recall
strategies. Together, these reinforced re-exposure beneﬁts and the
emergence of group-level recall strategies can offset the costs
of retrieval disruption associated with collaborative recall. This
proposition is supported by the evidence that collaborative inhibition is either reduced or eliminated during a second, consecutive
collaboration session (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Blumen & Stern,
2011; Congleton & Rajaram, 2011; Congleton & Rajaram, 2014).
Cross-cuing arises during collaborative recall when a person
hears other group members recall study information that they
themselves had forgotten and uses it as a cue to recall additional
information. The cross-cuing process is intuitive, and it has been
also documented in conversational output (Harris, Keil et al., 2011).
However, its contributions to collaborative recall productivity are
relatively difﬁcult to distinguish from the beneﬁts associated with
re-exposure. This is because re-exposure and cross-cuing operate concurrently and are contingent on each other (Blumen et al.,
2013; Meudell, 1996; Meudell et al., 1995, 1992). Speciﬁcally, when
re-exposure to forgotten study information increases, the opportunities for cross-cuing also increase because more cues become
available to support additional recall. Also, while cross-cuing occurs
during collaboration, its effects only emerge in post-collaborative
recall and may be more easily detected after a delay (Blumen &
Rajaram, 2008; Blumen & Stern, 2011; Congleton & Rajaram, 2011;
Takahashi & Saito, 2004). This is because cross-cuing evokes additional or repeated retrieval whereas re-exposure evokes repeated
study. Research on individual learning and recall shows that
repeated individual retrieval produces more long-term beneﬁts
on later individual retrieval than does repeated study (Karpicke
& Roediger, 2008; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Finally, cross-cuing
beneﬁts may also be more likely to occur after repeated collaborative recall trials than after a single collaborative recall. This
is because we know from the literature on individual recall that
repeated retrieval promotes the integration or organization of
information (Rundus, 1971). For collaborative situations, we expect
this process of integration to be stronger when recalls (or retrieval
plans) begin to converge through repeated collaboration (i.e. when
both recalls are collaborative) rather than when a sequence of
individual and collaborative recalls is implemented (Congleton &
Rajaram, 2011; Congleton & Rajaram, 2014; Weldon & Bellinger,
1997).
In the current study we aimed to determine how retrieval
disruption, re-exposure, and cross-cuing during collaboration
inﬂuence the formation of individual retrieval plans, group retrieval
plans and later individual retention, as a function of different collaborative recall sequences. We were also interested in how these
processes inﬂuence the amount of shared (or overlapping) and
non-shared (or unique) information that is remembered following
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collaboration (Congleton & Rajaram, 2014; Cuc, Ozuru, Manier, &
Hirst, 2006; Stone, Barnier, Sutton, & Hirst, 2010). This is because
the extent to which students come to share the same knowledge
base may depend on the type of collaborative learning sequence,
and our experiments can provide the initial explorations of this
issue. The ultimate goal of this study was to begin to provide
evidence-based suggestions for optimizing later individual retention in educational settings.
To gain maximum experimental control in these foundational experiments, we presented participants with a list
of words to study and then they were asked to recall them
in a Collaborative–Collaborative–Individual–Individual (CCII),
an Individual–Collaborative–Individual–Individual (ICII) or an
Individual–Individual–Individual–Individual (IIII) recall sequence.
The ICII condition enabled a test of the efﬁcacy of securing individual retrieval strategies prior to collaboration on post-collaborative
recall beneﬁts. The CCII condition enabled a test for promoting
cross-cuing and for the efﬁcacy of strengthening group recall
strategies during repeated collaboration. In Experiment 1, a 40min delay was inserted early in the recall sequence (CC-delay-II,
IC-delay-II and II-delay-II). In Experiment 2, a 40-min delay was
inserted later in the recall sequence (CCI-delay-I, ICI-delay-I and
III-delay-I).
Insertion of delay early in the recall sequence: We predicted that
inserting a delay early in the recall sequence would lead to greater
post-collaborative recall beneﬁts in the CC-delay-II condition than
in the IC-delay-II condition, for reasons described above. We also
predicted that individuals would recall more shared information
(Barber, Rajaram, & Fox, 2012; Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Congleton
& Rajaram, 2014; Cuc et al., 2006; Henkel & Rajaram, 2011; Stone
et al., 2010) following repeated collaboration (CC-delay-II) than following an individual recall trial and a single collaborative recall
trial (IC-delay-II). This is because repeated collaboration promotes
cross-cuing and, over delay, supports the transfer of other group
members’ input to later individual recall. Further, items that are not
produced during the ﬁrst collaborative recall trial due to retrieval
disruption are likely to be absent during the second collaborative
recall trial as well, thereby increasing the number of items that are
jointly ‘forgotten’ (Choi et al., 2014; Stone et al., 2010) compared to
the ICII condition. In contrast, we predicted that individuals would
recall more non-shared (unique) information when the sequence
of an individual recall trial and a single collaborative recall trial was
performed prior to the delay (IC-delay-II) than when repeated collaborative recalls were performed prior to the delay (CC-delay-II).
This is because an individual recall trial and a single collaborative
recall trial permit individuals to beneﬁt not only from re-exposure
during collaboration, but also from strong individual recall strategies that were solidiﬁed prior to collaboration, thus maintaining
their individual recall products in later recalls. Taken together, the
predictions of Experiment 1 aimed to highlight the importance of
repeated collaboration for reinforcing the effects of re-exposure,
cross-cuing and the formation of group recall strategies to support
post-collaborative recall beneﬁts over a delay.
Insertion of delay later in the recall sequence: We predicted that
inserting a delay later in the recall sequence would lead to similar post-collaborative recall beneﬁts in the ICI-delay-I condition
and the CCI-delay-I condition. This is because an individual recall
trial prior to collaboration facilitates the integration and organization of one’s own recall information and the individual recall after
collaboration (but preceding the delay) facilitates the integration
of both re-exposure and cross-cuing beneﬁts in the ICI-delayI condition. This advantage of immediately integrating all three
sources of memory improvement can bring the performance in the
ICI-I sequence on par with the CCI-I sequence where the initial
retrieval organization (ﬁrst individual recall) is not available but
enhanced beneﬁts of repeated re-exposure and cross-cuing from

repeated collaboration are integrated in individual recall preceding
the delay. We also predicted that individuals would recall similar
amounts of shared information following repeated collaborations
(CCI-delay-I) and the recall sequence that included a single collaborative recall trial (ICI-delay-I) because in both conditions they
were given the opportunity to integrate the other group members’
input through individual recall prior to the delay. With respect to
the non-shared information, however, we once again expected the
non-shared recall to be greater in the ICI-delay-I condition than
the CCI-delay-I conditions because (as in the IC-delay-II condition
of Experiment 1) this condition permits individuals to strengthen
the recall of their own remembered information prior to entering
collaboration, and then to return to that recall organization during
the subsequent individual recall. Taken together, the predictions
of Experiment 2 aimed to highlight the importance of solidifying
individual recall strategies prior to a single collaborative recall trial
in order to beneﬁt from re-exposure and cross-cuing during group
recall.
1. Method
The methods for both experiments are presented together
because the only critical change was the time point at which a delay
of 40 min was inserted during the recall sequence.
1.1. Participants
A total of 252 undergraduates from Stony Brook University participated in the experiments for partial course credit or a small
payment (n = 126 in each experiment). Participants provided written consent before the experiment and were debriefed upon its
completion.
1.2. Design
In both experiments, recall sessions was the within-subjects
factor (Recall 1, Recall 2, Recall 3 and Recall 4) and type of recall
sequence was the between-subjects factor. In Experiment 1, the
recall sequence was CC-delay-II, IC-delay-II and II-delay-II (the
third condition served as the control condition). In Experiment
2, the recall sequence was CCI-delay-I, ICI-delay-I and III-delayI (the third condition served as the control condition). In both
experiments, 14 three-person groups (i.e. 42 individuals), always
strangers, were assigned to each of the three recall sequence conditions.
1.3. Materials
Fifty-four concrete nouns (40 targets, 7 primacy buffers, 7
recency buffers) were selected as study items from an updated and
extended version of Paivio, Yuille & Madigan word norms (Clark
& Paivio, 2004; Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968). Two randomly
ordered study lists were used to minimize order effects. Study items
were presented on a computer screen. Participants recorded their
responses using paper and pen.
1.4. Procedure
The methodology and procedure were modeled after Blumen
and Rajaram (2008), and the experiment sequence consisted of a
study phase, a distracter phase, and four consecutive recall phases.
During study, each item was presented for 6 s and the participants
were asked to rate the pleasantness of the meaning of study items
from 1 (very unpleasant) to 5 (very pleasant). During the distracter
phase, participants were asked to record as many U.S cities as they
could for 7 min. During the recall phase, participants were given
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Fig. 1. Collaborative and nominal group recall (in proportion) during Recall 1 and
Recall 2 as a function of recall sequence condition in Experiment 1.

10 min in each recall session to individually and/or collaboratively
recall as many study items as possible. Collaborative recall was
completed in groups of three individuals working together and
collaborating individuals were encouraged to contribute as many
study items as possible. Collaborating individuals were also told to
resolve disagreements among themselves. One individual was randomly selected to record the group’s responses on a piece of paper.
In Experiment 1, a 40-min delay was inserted after the second recall
trial. In Experiment 2, a 40-min delay was inserted after the third
recall trial. All other recall trials were separated with a shorter (5min) delay. Participants were permitted to leave the experiment
room during the 40-min delay, but were asked to return promptly
for follow-up questions and not discuss the experiment with each
other (or others) during this break. They were also uninformed
about the upcoming recall session/s. The entire procedure lasted
about 2 h.
2. Results and discussion
In both experiments, we examined collaborative and individual
recall performance in three different ways:
(1) We assessed the presence of collaborative inhibition during
Recall 1 and Recall 2. Nominal group recall was computed by
randomly pooling the non-redundant responses of three individual working alone (in the IIII condition) and compared to the
corresponding collaborative recall (Weldon & Bellinger, 1997).1
(2) We examined the presence of collaboration beneﬁts on later
individual recall during Recall 3 and Recall 4, in terms of the
proportion of correct individual recall, against the control condition of IIII recall (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008).
(3) The cascading effects of collaboration on later individual recall
was also examined in terms of the proportion of overlap (shared
recall following collaboration) and non-redundant information
(unique recall following collaboration), provided during Recall
3 and Recall 4 (Choi et al., 2014).
3. Experiment 1
3.1. Collaborative inhibition
The proportions of collaborative and nominal group recall during Recall 1 and Recall 2, as a function of recall sequence condition,
are displayed in Fig. 1. The presence of collaborative inhibition was

1
The nominal group recall obtained from this random pooling of individuals was
very similar to the nominal group recall obtained with the computational approach
developed by (Kelley and Wright, 2010; Wright, 2007), which identiﬁes the grouping
that best ﬁts the mean of the entire data set. For the sake of brevity, we therefore,
chose to report only the former.

Fig. 2. Individual recall (in proportion) during Recall 3 and Recall 4 as a function of
recall sequence condition in Experiment 1.

examined in a repeated-measure ANOVA with recall trial (Recall
1, Recall 2) as the within-subjects variable and recall sequence
condition (CC-delay-II, IC-delay-II and II-delay-II) as the between
subjects variable. There was a main effect of recall trial F(1,
39) = 7.84, p < .01, p2 = .17, no main effect recall sequence condition
F(2, 39) = 1.62, p > .05, and an interaction between recall trial and
recall sequence condition F(2, 39) = 8.24, p < .01, p2 = .29. Followup contrasts indicated that during Recall 1, nominal group recall
was greater than collaborative group recall when the II-delay-II
condition was compared to the CC-delay-II condition, t (39) = 2.48,
p < .05, and when the IC-delay-II condition was compared to the CCdelay-II, t (39) = 2.18, p < .05. These ﬁndings show that collaborative
inhibition was present during the ﬁrst recall trial, and replicates
previous ﬁndings; e.g. (Basden et al., 1997; Blumen & Rajaram,
2008; Weldon & Bellinger, 1997). Follow-up contrasts also indicated that during Recall 2, nominal group recall was greater than
collaborative group recall when the II-delay-II condition was compared to the IC-delay-II condition, t (39) = 2.03, p < .05. Interestingly,
when the II-delay-II condition was compared to the CC-delay-II
condition, t (39) = .61, p > .05 the collaborative inhibition effect did
not persist. These ﬁndings suggest that collaborative inhibition
may persist when preceded with an individual recall trial, but can
disappear when preceded by a collaborative recall trial, and are consistent with previous ﬁndings (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Blumen
& Stern, 2011; Congleton & Rajaram, 2011; Congleton & Rajaram,
2014).
3.2. Post-collaborative recall beneﬁts
The proportions of individual recall during Recall 3 and Recall 4
as a function of recall sequence condition are displayed in Fig. 2.
Collaboration beneﬁts on later individual recall as a function of
recall sequence condition was examined in a repeated-measure
ANOVA, with recall trial (Recall 3, Recall 4) as the within-subjects
variable and recall sequence condition (CC-delay-II, IC-delay-II,
and II-delay-II) as the between subjects variable. There was a
main effect of recall sequence condition, F(2, 123) = 22.59, p < .001,
p2 = .27, but no main effect of recall trial, F(1, 123) = .49, p > .05,
and no interaction between recall sequence condition and recall
trial F(2, 123) = 1.80, p > .05. Follow-up contrasts (collapsed across
Recall 3 and Recall 4) indicated that individual recall was greater
in the IC-delay-II and CC-delay-II conditions, than in the II-delay-II
condition, t (123) = 4.32, p < .001 and t (123) = 6.62, p < .001, respectively. These ﬁndings show that prior collaborative recall beneﬁts
later individual recall to a greater extent than prior individual recall,
regardless of whether preceded by an individual recall trial or a
collaborative recall trial.
More importantly, for the present purposes, follow up contrasts also indicated that individual recall was greater following
repeated collaborative recall trials (CC-delay-II) than following a
single collaborative recall trial preceded by an individual recall trial
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Fig. 3. Shared recall (in proportion) during Recall 3 and Recall 4 as a function of
recall sequence condition in Experiment 1.

Fig. 4. Unique recall (in proportion) during Recall 3 and Recall 4 as a function of
recall sequence condition in Experiment 1.

(IC-delay-II), t (123) = 2.31, p < .05. This ﬁnding is consistent with
our prediction that repeated collaborative recall trials provides
increased beneﬁts of re-exposure and cross-cuing, and support the
transfer of group recall strategies to later individual recall over a
delay compared to a single collaboration session. It is also consistent with the group recall ﬁndings from Recall 1 and Recall 2 we
reported in an earlier section where repeated collaborative recall
(CCII) eliminated collaborative inhibition but a single collaborative
session (ICII) did not.

condition and recall trial F(2, 39) = 2.55, p = .09. Follow-up contrasts (collapsed across Recall 3 and Recall 4) indicated that unique
recall was lower following collaboration conditions (IC-delay-II
and CC-delay-II) than following repeated individual recall trials
(II-delay-II), t (39) = 8.97, p < .001 and t (39) = 12.31, p < .001,
respectively. Unique recall in the CC-delay-II condition was also
lower than the IC-delay-II condition, t (39) = 3.34, p < .01. This
ﬁnding indicates that, while any collaboration increases overlap in
recall, an individual recall trial followed by a single collaborative
recall trial allow individuals to generate more unique information
during subsequent individual recall than repeated collaboration.
This is presumably because in the IC recall sequences each group
member is able to strengthen their individual retrieval strategies
prior to collaboration.

3.3. Shared and non-shared recall
The proportion of shared (or overlapping) and non-shared
(or unique) recall during Recall 3 and Recall 4, are displayed in
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. In the two experimental conditions (CCdelay-II, IC-delay-II) shared information was shared by all three
of the previous group members, while non-shared information
was unique to one of the previous group members. In the control condition (II-delay-II), shared information was shared by three
randomly grouped individuals, while non-shared information was
the unique or non-overlapping recall of three randomly grouped
individuals.
Shared recall as a function of recall sequence condition was
examined in a repeated-measures ANOVA with recall trial (Recall
3, Recall 4) as the within-subjects variable and recall sequence
condition (CC-delay-II, IC-delay-II and II-delay-II) as the between
subjects variable. There was no signiﬁcant main effect of recall
trial, F(1, 39) = .04, p > .05 or of interaction between recall sequence
condition and recall trial F(2, 39) = 1.76, p > .05, but there was a
main effect of recall sequence condition, F(2, 39) = 21.53, p < .001,
p2 = .53. Follow-up contrasts (collapsed across Recall 3 and Recall
4) indicated that shared recall was greater following the collaboration conditions (IC-delay-II and CC-delay-II), than following
repeated individual recall trials (II-delay-II), t (39) = 4.04, p < .001
and t (39) = 6.49, p < .001, respectively. Shared recall in the CCdelay-II condition was also greater than the IC-delay-II condition,
t (39) = 2.45, p < .05. This ﬁnding provides additional support for
the proposal that repeated collaboration promotes re-exposure and
cross-cuing and the integration of other group members input, and
supports its transfer to later individual recall over a delay, to a
greater extent than an individual recall trial followed by a single
collaborative recall trial.
Unique recall as a function of recall sequence condition was also
examined in a repeated-measures ANOVA with recall trial (Recall
3, Recall 4) as the within-subjects variable and recall sequence
condition (CC-delay-II, IC-delay-II and II-delay-II) as the between
subjects variable – and yielded a consistent, yet opposite pattern
of results compared to shared recall. There was no signiﬁcant
main effect of recall trial, F(1, 39) = 1.51, p > .05, but there was
a main effect of condition, F(2, 39) = 81.02, p < .001, p2 = .81,
and a marginally signiﬁcant interaction between recall sequence

4. Experiment 2
4.1. Collaborative inhibition
The proportions of collaborative and nominal group recall
during Recall 1 and Recall 2 as a function of recall sequence
condition are displayed in Fig. 5. The presence of collaborative
inhibition was examined in a repeated-measure ANOVA with
recall trial (Recall 1, Recall 2) as the within-subjects variable
and recall sequence condition (CCI-delay-I, ICI-delay-I and IIIdelay-I) as the between subjects variable. There was a main
effect of recall trial, F(1, 39) = 4.75, p < .05, p2 = .11, and recall
sequence condition, F(2, 39) = 4.51, p < .05, p2 = .19. There was
also an interaction between recall trials and recall sequence
condition, F(2, 39) = 9.74, p < .001, p2 = .33. Follow-up contrasts
indicated that during Recall 1, collaborative group recall was
lower than nominal group recall when the III-delay-I condition was compared to the CCI-delay-I condition, t (39) = 4.07,
p < .001 and when the ICI-delay-I condition was compared to
the CCI-delay-I condition, t (39) = 4.17, p < .001. These ﬁndings
show the presence of collaborative inhibition during the ﬁrst
recall trial, replicate previous ﬁndings, and are consistent with
the ﬁndings of Experiment 1. Note that, as would be expected,
nominal group recall did not differ when the ICI-delay-I condition was compared to the III-delay-I condition, t (39) = .10, p > .05.
Follow-up contrasts also indicated that during Recall 2, collaborative inhibition was present when the III-delay-I condition was
compared to the CCI-delay-I condition, t (39) = 3.58, p < .01 and
marginally signiﬁcant when the III-delay-I condition was compared
to the ICI-delay-I condition, t (39) = 1.87, p = .07. The marginally
signiﬁcant collaborative inhibition effect when collaborative recall
was preceded by an individual recall trial (ICI-delay-I) is consistent
with the ﬁndings of Experiment 1, but the presence of collaborative inhibition when preceded by a collaborative recall trial
(CCI-delay-I) is inconsistent with the ﬁndings of Experiment 1,
where collaborative inhibition disappeared when preceded by a
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Fig. 5. Collaborative and nominal group recall (in proportion) during Recall 1 and
Recall 2 as a function of recall sequence condition in Experiment 2.

collaborative recall trial. This discrepancy, however, is largely due
to a baseline difference in collaborative group recall in the CCIdelay-I condition here and CC-delay-II condition in Experiment 1,
and further is not problematic for the key questions tested in this
project.
4.2. Post-collaborative recall beneﬁts
The proportions of individual recall during Recall 3 and Recall 4
as a function of recall sequence condition are displayed in Fig. 6.
Collaboration beneﬁts on later individual recall as a function of
recall sequence condition was examined in a repeated-measures
ANOVA, with recall trial (Recall 3, Recall 4) as the within-subjects
variable and recall sequence condition (CCI-delay-I, ICI-delay-I and
III-delay-I) as the between subjects variable. There was a main of
recall trial, F(1, 123) = 38.28, p < .001, p2 = .24, and recall sequence
condition, F(2, 123) = 9.17, p < .001, p2 = .13, but no interaction
between recall trial and recall sequence condition, F(2, 123) = .25,
p > .05. Follow-up contrast indicated that individual recall (collapsed across recall conditions) increased across the 40-min delay,
t (125) = 6.23, p < .001. Follow-up contrasts also indicated that individual recall (collapsed across Recall 3 and Recall 4) was greater
following the collaboration conditions (ICI-delay-I and CCI-delayI) than following repeated individual recall trials (III-delay-I), t
(123) = 4.26, p < .001 and t (123) = 2.49, p < .05, respectively. Individual recall (collapsed across Recall 3 and Recall 4) was also
marginally greater in the ICI-delay-I condition than in the CCIdelay-I condition, t (123) = 1.77, p = .08. This marginal difference in
individual recall between ICI-I and CCI-I conditions is consistent
with the idea that an individual recall trial following collaboration,
but preceding the delay, facilitates the integration of the input of
others during collaboration to the same extent as repeated collaboration. It is also possible that such integration is more beneﬁcial
to later individual memory than the integration that occurs during
repeated collaboration, but future studies are necessary to determine if this marginal advantage is indeed reliable.
4.3. Shared and non-shared recall
Shared recall as a function of recall sequence condition was
examined in a repeated-measures ANOVA with recall trial (Recall
3, Recall 4) as the within-subjects variable and recall sequence
condition (CCI-delay-I, ICI-delay-I and III-delay-II) as the between
subjects variable. There was a main effect of recall trial, F(1,
39) = 6.58, p < .05, p2 = .14, and condition, F(2, 39) = 20.23, p < .001,
p2 = .51, but no interaction between recall sequence condition
and recall trial F(2, 39) = .44, p > .05. Follow up contrast (collapsed
across recall conditions) indicated that shared recall increased from
Recall 3 to 4 or over the delay, t (41) = 2.60, p < .05. Follow-up
contrasts (collapsed across Recall 3 and Recall 4) indicated that
shared recall was greater following the collaboration conditions

Recall 3

Recall 4

Fig. 6. Individual recall (in proportion) during Recall 3 and Recall 4 as a function of
recall sequence condition in Experiment 2.

(ICI-delay-I and CCI-delay-I) than following repeated individual
recall trials (III-delay-II), t (39) = 5.14, p < .001 and t (39) = 4.49,
p < .001, respectively. However (and in contrast to Experiment 1),
shared recall did not differ between the CCI-delay-I and the ICIdelay-I conditions, t (39) = .65, p > .05. This ﬁnding provides further
support for our proposal that an individual recall trial following
collaboration, but preceding the delay, facilitates the integration of
the input of others during collaboration to the same extent as does
repeated collaboration (Figs. 7 and 8).
Unique recall as a function of recall sequence condition was also
examined in a repeated-measures ANOVA with recall trial (Recall
3, Recall 4) as the within-subjects variable and recall sequence
condition (CCI-delay-I, ICI-delay-I and III-delay-II) as the between
subjects variable. There was no main effect of recall trial, F(1,
39) = .23, p > .05, or interaction between recall sequence condition
and recall trial F(2, 39) = 2.30, p > .05. However, there was a main
effect of condition, F(2, 39) = 46.75, p < .001, p2 = .71. Follow-up
contrasts (collapsed across Recall 3 and Recall 4) indicated that
unique recall was lower following the collaboration conditions (ICIdelay-I and CCI-delay-I) than following repeated individual recall
trials (III-delay-II), t (39) = 6.67, p < .001 and t (39) = 9.39, p < .001,
respectively. Unique recall in the CC-delay-II condition was also
lower than the IC-delay-II condition, t (39) = 2.73, p < .01. As in
Experiment 1, this ﬁnding indicates that an individual recall trial
followed by a single collaborative recall trial allow individuals to
generate more unique information during subsequent individual
recall than repeated collaboration. Together, the shared and unique
recall patterns suggest that if people get the opportunity to integrate responses from prior recalls before a delay occurs then there
is an increase in the number of items members they come to
share. At the same time, there still remains the inﬂuence of initial strengthening of individual strategies (ICI-I) on each member’s
ability to retain items that are unique to their own recall strategies.
5. General discussion
Collaborative learning and recall are common practices in
many educational settings, but the operations of the cognitive
processes that generate post-collaborative recall beneﬁts are not
well-deﬁned. In two experiments we showed that both repeated
collaborative recall trials and an individual recall trial followed
by a single collaborative recall trial beneﬁt later individual memory to a greater extent than repeated individual recall trials.
Such post-collaborative recall beneﬁts were observed regardless
of whether a 40-min delay was inserted shortly following collaboration (Experiment 1) or after individuals were given the
opportunity to also strengthen individual recall strategies following collaboration (Experiment 2). These ﬁndings nicely replicate
previous ﬁndings (Blumen & Rajaram, 2008; Blumen & Stern, 2011;
Congleton & Rajaram, 2011; Henkel & Rajaram, 2011; Weldon &
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Fig. 7. Shared recall (in proportion) during Recall 3 and Recall 4 as a function of
recall sequence condition in Experiment 2.

Bellinger, 1997), but also extend them by showing that, in general,
collaboration beneﬁts on later individual memory are impervious
to a 40-min delay inserted at different time points following collaboration.
Novel to these experiments, the collaboration beneﬁts observed
on later individual recall in Experiment 1 provide strong support for the proposal that, (a) both re-exposure and cross-cuing
are reinforced during repeated collaborative recall trials, and (b)
when a delay is inserted between collaboration and individual
recall cross-cuing supports the transfer of other group members’ input and group retrieval plans to individual recall. We
predicted and found that inserting a delay early in the recall
sequence would beneﬁt later individual recall to a greater extent
when it followed repeated collaborative recall trials (CC-delay-II)
than when it followed a single collaborative recall trial (ICdelay-II condition). Also consistent with this proposal, when this
delay occurred after repeated collaboration it led to more shared
responses and less unique responses than after a single collaboration.
The results of Experiment 2 provide strong support for the proposal that solidifying individual recall strategies prior to a single
collaborative recall trial can support the transfer of other group
members input over a delay. We predicted and found that inserting a delay later in the recall sequence – after the individuals have
had the opportunity to integrate both individual and collaborative
recall advantages – beneﬁt later individual recall to a similar extent
following repeated collaborative recall trials (CCI-delay-I) and a
single collaborative recall trial (ICI-delay-I). Giving individuals the
opportunity to strengthen their individual recall strategies after
collaboration, but preceding the delay, also led to similar amounts
of shared responses following repeated collaboration and following
single collaboration. Unique responses, however, remained lower
following repeated collaboration than following single collaboration.
6. Practical applications
These two routes (ICI and CCI) to generating post collaborative recall beneﬁts encourage further research because they have
important implications for applied settings such as undergraduate,
graduate and medical education. Speciﬁcally, here we used word
lists in order to exert strong experimental control in our foundational experiments, but the questions that drove our hypothesis
testing were motivated by our interest in identifying mechanisms that have applied relevance. Future research can leverage
these ﬁndings to seek generalizations to applied settings by using
educationally relevant materials. The theoretical and educational
implications of our ﬁndings can be summarized as follows: (1)
both repeated group work and individual work prior to group work
beneﬁts later individual retention, (2) inserting a delay shortly following collaboration leads to greater beneﬁts following repeated

0.00
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Fig. 8. Unique recall (in proportion) during Recall 3 and Recall 4 as a function of
recall sequence condition in Experiment 2.

collaboration than a single collaboration, (3) inserting a delay at
a later point in the recall sequence leads to similar beneﬁts following repeated collaboration and a single collaboration session,
(4) if the educational goal is to generate shared information across
group members, repeated collaboration is a good choice, and (5) if
the educational goal is to supplement individually learned information with group input, then a single collaboration session is a
good choice. In other words, choosing between a repeated collaboration strategy and a single collaboration strategy should depend on
the speciﬁc learning goals of in the classroom context. With these
initial tests of memory obtained with word lists in a laboratory setting, one can begin to examine the generalizability of these learning
conditions (and of the underlying mechanisms) across tasks and
settings that extend beyond word recall. Such an approach has the
potential to reﬁne the recommendations for our classrooms where
it is common practice to incorporate group and individual exercises
prior to midterm and ﬁnal exams.
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